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Cliff Rieders Presents at the 2017 Annual Medical Malpractice
Seminar in Philadelphia, November 21, 2017

Cliff Rieders, consistent with his program in Pittsburgh on November 8, 2017,
presented the legal update at the Annual Medical Malpractice Seminar in
Philadelphia on November 21, 2017. Rieders covered all cases that have been
decided, looking at a 3-year period and grouping them into the most important
subjects. The subjects this year consisted of arbitration-nursing home cases;
nursing home negligence; discovery medical liability cases; informed consent; jury
selection; subrogation; pleadings; and a variety of other topics. Rieders writes all
of his own materials and presents them in PowerPoint format. Cliff Rieders’
popular program has been presented over more than two (2) decades.
Rieders is a nationally Board Certified Trial Lawyer, Past President of the
Pennsylvania Trial Lawyers Association, now called the Pennsylvania Association
for Justice, and is a Past President of the Federal Bar Association for the Central
Pennsylvania region. Cliff Rieders has written “the book” on medical malpractice
in Pennsylvania, as well as a number of other textbooks on legal subjects. The
attorney is a frequent lecturer and an active trial lawyer in Pennsylvania, New
York, District of Columbia, and throughout the federal courts.
Some of the issues discussed by Cliff Rieders are among the most complex and
arcane of medical liability subjects. Rieders was involved in the rewrite of the
Mcare Act when it passed the legislature in 2002. The attorney is also a life
member of the American Law Institute, which proposes Restatements of the Law
utilized throughout the nation.
Cliff Rieders is a cum laude Phi Beta Kappa graduate of New York University, and
received his juris doctoral degree from Georgetown University Law Center. The
attorney clerked for the Honorable Malcolm Muir, United States District Court for
the Middle District of Pennsylvania.

